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0.
Handbook
of Good practices &
Open challenges

Training tools and methodologies to foster
creative and industrial design in advanced
textiles’ manufacturing sector
The main aim of Handbook is to
create a document containing all
relevant information related to the
project and its achievements as
well as the open challenges to be
tackled.
This output represent a sort of
“lessons learned”, which will be
transferred to relevant stakeholders such as companies, universities, training centers, other

higher education institutions, hubs,
incubators and policy-makers responsible for economic development, creativity and education. It
is an extremely important output
for mainstreaming the project
best practices and key success results and to raise awareness with
stakeholders of the unresolved
challenges.

Handbook structure and methodology

The Destex Handbook has been
built on the basis of the contributions provided by the consortium
partners and the other stakeholder
directly involved in the project implementation.
Each partner highlighted at least
one open issue and one lesson
learnt related to:
- the project as a whole
- the single outputs produced
- the practical activities undertaken
under the project framework, specifically the online hackathons
and the online Summer school.

Testimonials and feedback
from the enterprises that
launched the hackathons and
the students has been collected and presented in the dedicated sections.
The results are several visual
boards realized with the use
of the online collaborative tool
Miro, that will be presented in
the next pages.

01. Work in progress: online collaboration tools are used in IO4 to collect partner contributions

The visual format of the handbook has been chosen with
the scope to focus the attention on the key project aspects,
for a participatory reading
that leaves for the possibility
to identify various connection
between the identified elements.
At the end of each section you
can also find short podcasts
describing the main achievement and relevant impressions concerning each specific
output / activity.

1.
Destex
Project

The project

Advanced Textile Materials is an
emerging sector focusing on the
technical aspects of textile materials rather than on their aesthetics.
In order to foster innovation within
this sector, higher education programs need to uptake and reinforce creativity and design aspects
into textile engineering programs
as driver to unlock the latent innovation potential of advanced textile manufacturing industry.
In this context, DESTEX project develop innovative training tools targeted to higher education students
in order to address its objectives:

WWW. DESTEXPROJECT.EU

1. To support higher education
students to acquire skills in interdisciplinary innovation based
on creative and industrial design applied to the textile sector.
2. To foster student cooperation in a multidisciplinary approach in work-based projects.
3. To provide knowledge, skills and
competences using virtual collaboration tools.
4. To promote the application of
good practices for the enhancement of innovative skills.

Consortium

Intellectual Output

The DESTEX partnership comprises eight institutions from five
European
countries:
Sweden,
Greece, Italy, Spain and Denmark.
This is a mixture of institutions
with different profiles, capcities
and complementary competences (higher education institutions,
training centers, SME’s companies, non-profit institutions and
business associations).

A set of implementation activities will materialise the project
objectives, supported by preparation, management, quality and
dissemination activities that will
ensure the outreach of its results
even after the project has ended.

All the project results are the outcomes of our intellectual outputs.
You can find them below:

VIRTUAL TRAINING PROGRAM
Designing and developing of a virtual training program with open education
resources for training higher education students with industrial and creative
design applied for advanced textiles’ manufacturing.

BOOK OF LECTURES
Creating a book of lectures “Creative and industrial design for innovation thriving
in advanced textiles’ materials”, aiming to serve as the training material to be
used during the C1 learning activity.

1. HOEGSKOLAN I BORÅS
2. AEI TÈXTILS - ASSOCIACIÓ AGRUPACIÓ
D’EMPRESES INNOVADORES TÈXTILS
3. CIAPE - CENTRO ITALIANO PER
L’APPRENDIMENTO PERMANENTE
4. DSKD - DESIGNSKOLEN KOLDING
5. MATERIALLY S.R.L. IMPRESA SOCIALE
6. LCI BARCELONA ESCOLA SUPERIOR DE DISSENY
7. POLIMI - POLITECNICO DI MILANO
8. CRE.THI.DEV CREATIVE THINKING DEVELOPMENT

HACKATHON PLATFORM
Development of a virtual hackathon platform for on open innovation and project-based training of students using real case studies and challenges from
the advanced textiles’ manufacturing industry.

GOOD PRACTICES HANDBOOK
Developing a “Project handbook of good practices & open challenges: training
tools and methodologies to foster creative and industrial design in advanced
textiles’ manufacturing sector”, a document containing all relevant information related to the project and its achievements as well as open challenges to
be tackled.

TRAINING SUMMER COURSE
An intensive training summer course will be held in Milan in 2021 with participation from the students selected from four universities participating in DESTEX
project using a blended methodology that will integrate the different results
from DESTEX.

Lesson Learned

COLLABORATIVE
WORK BETWEEN
STUDENTS
FROM DIFFERENT
ENVIRONMENTS

UNIVERSITY&COMPANY

INTERDISCIPLINARITY

THINK OUT
OF THE BOX

COLLABORATION

ONLINE:
ACCESSIBLE FORMAT

OER PLATFORM:
INNOVATION IN THE
ADVANCED TEXTILE
SECTOR

SHARE

Open issues
For future projects, it would
be good
to prioritise
to
meet partners and discuss
the project proposal as a
whole before it is submitted.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TEAM

DSKD Design School Kolding

LEGACY & COMMUNITY
HOW TO CREATE A COMMUNITY?

STUDENTS HAVE
DIFFERENT
BACKGROUNDS

ONLINE

• No touching of fabrics
• Online students
• Unknown people,
possible misunderstandings

BOOST CREATIVITY
AND NEW IDEAS
How to foster the consolidation
of a community of people interested on the topics explored
in the lifespan of the project
(e.g., students who attended the
hackathons and the summer
schools)? How to provide them
new opportunities to learn and
create? How to keep their interest
alive after the end of the project?
POLITECNICO DI MILANO

The IOs produced in the scope of
the Destex project had the capability to engage a big number of
students and companies for quick
but effective activities, and to contribute to their knowledge and
skills development (and problem
solving in the case of the companies). How to keep the interest
and connection of these actors
alive? How to create a community
that is sustainable even after the
end of the project? How to provide a platform for them to have/
create opportunities to exchange,
learn, and create?
POLITECNICO DI MILANO

CREATIVITY

Sneak peek - podcast
SPEAKERS
University
University of Borås: Sweta Iyer

soundcloud.com/destex_project/university-of-boras
soundcloud.com/destex_project

University of Borås
Sweta Iyer
Dr. Sweta Iyer is a Researcher in
the Department of Textile Materials
Technology (TMT) at University of Borås
since October 2020. Her research work is
mainly focused upon development of
functional textiles. She has competence
in advanced printing technology such
as inkjet and chromojet. Her field
of expertise is textile and physical
chemistry. She received her joint
doctorate degree in September 2020
under the framework of Erasmus
Mundus SMDTex program. Her PhD
research work enabled to explore the
use of biobased products to produce
multifunctional luminescent textiles
using functionalization and technology
driven approach with resource efficient
solutions.

2.
Virtual
training

The IO 1
Introduction
The virtual training (IO1) support
the higher education students to
acquire skills in transdisciplinary
innovation enabled by the uptake
of design-based methodologies
for innovation by advanced textile
materials’ industry managers.
That, in turn, increase the collaboration between HEIs in the industrial and creative design field with
advanced textiles manufacturing
sector which currently lack collaboration.
The purpose of the this platform
is to give you the necessary tools
to introduce innovation in the advanced textiles manufacturing
sector.
For that, we have organized the
open educational resources in a

CHALLENGE

DISCOVER

series of targets (higher education
student, higher education staff
and practitioner) in order to help
you find contents adapted to your
specific needs.
The contents are also organized
according to the phase of the innovation process to which they
mainly belong. These four stages
(Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver)
are based in the Design Council’s
Double Diamond ones, that is a
perfect framework for innovation
that involves four core stages necessary for problem-solving.
You can take all the lessons that
appear on this platform to have an
overview, or you can choose your
own path if you prefer to focus on
more specific content.

DEFINE

02. Learning Process Categories: Double Diamond Model

DEVELOP

DELIVER

OUTCOME

(OER) Open
educational
resources
01. Forecasting and market
analysis techniques;
02. Plasma treatment in
textile industry;
03. Contextualizing sustainable
textile product design;
04. Textile recycling technologies;
05. Upcycling & sustainable based
thinking in product design;

Open educational resources
24 open education resources to
support higher education students
to acquire skills in trandisciplinary
innovation applied for advanced
textiles’ manufacturing

Multiple targets
Available by external organizations
and students willing to use the
course for textile manufacturing
students, design students, their
educators, managers and professionals.
Theory and practice
With a series of videos and digital handouts tools with theoretical lessons, practical example and
case studies.

13. General trends of Innovation in
the technical textiles’ sector;
14. Design thinking, creative thinking, critical thinking, art thinking;
15. Branding aspects in the design
process;
16. 3d printing on textiles: A novel
process for functional and smart
textiles;
17. Tinkering with and for
Advanced Textiles;
18. Scaling textiles;
19. Reduced environmental
impact fibres;

06. Virtual prototyping
& used tools;

20. Introduction to textile
materials and their innovative
possibilities;

07. Visual Thinking to find
Business Opportunities;

21. Communication platforms &
customisation;

08. Wearable Textile System;

22. New frontier textile;

09. Card toolkit with innovative
sustainability strategies;

23. Specialty textile products;

10. Storytelling for Understanding
the User;
11. Life cycle analysis;
12. Digital inkjet printing in textile
industry;

Profile categories

24. Technological watch: how to
do technological watch, tools and
references on advanced textile
materials.

LESSON LEARNED
DESIGN PROCESS & INNOVATION

USEFUL CONTENTS

The contents allow students to
follow a design methodology
that helps foster innovation processes: Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver according to the Design Council’s Double Diamond.

Very interesting open lessons,
useful tool for students, and
content organisation is optimal
(double diamond).

LCI Barcellona

MATERIALLY srl

USER FRIENDLY
The virtual training program is
addressed to different targets:
higher education students, practitioners and higher education
staff, that can easily select the
contents more suitable for them.
Users can also sort the contents
on the basis of one specific innovation stage: discover, define, develop or deliver, so reflecting the
double diamond design model.
These functionalities let users to
go directly through those contents really useful for their training needs.
Furthermore the theory is always accompanied with practical tools. The internal link to the
project website let to have a direct access to the other project
outputs, and so to the hackathon
platform where it is possible to
find demonstrations about the
practical application of the Open
Educational Resources to the design process.

Give tools to introduce
innovation in the advanced
textiles sector
Foster innovation
within this sector

RESOURCES

Reinforce creativity
and design aspects as
driver to unlock
innovation

Multitarget

1. OERs Platform
learn.destexproject.eu/

2. DESIGN COUNCIL

designcouncil.org.uk/
news-opinion/what-framework-innovation-design-councils-evolved-double-diamond

CIAPE
03. Miros’ board by LCI Barcelona & CIAPE

OPEN ISSUES

How to increase interactivity,
challenging students with
assessment tools and additional
contents to scale up the virtual
training towards operational
design?

INTERACTIVITY
There still space to improve the
interactivity of the different OERs,
both in order to let students to
assess their progresses and to
provide them with additional resources and engaging activities
i.e. (demonstrative videos, link to
ICT instruments).
Also a virtual training will not let
students to touch the different
materials.
CIAPE

BOOST VIRTUAL TRAINING
The reality lived through the
majority of the Hackathons (the
Covid-19 Pandemics), highlights
important issues related to how
to make an effective use of virtual tools in student training. Like
all educational centers around
the world, we managed to overcome the challenges of a new
reality, but we still need to improve on creating better interaction to boost virtual training.
LCI Barcellona

MOTIVATE
How to motivate students in
creating and participating?
How to boost creativity and new
ideas?
CRE.THI.DEV.

Better interaction between
students by implementing
formats, tools and
methodologies that
can boost virtual training

Sneak peek - podcast
SPEAKER
University
Leading organization:
LCI Barcelona
Pedro Coelho

soundcloud.com/destex_project/lci-barcelona

LCI Barcelona
Pedro Coelho

soundcloud.com/destex_project
Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture
Design and Master’s Degree in Design
and Public Space. He is a co-founder of
UPStudio, an interior design office that
carries out projects in the field of design
of commercial spaces, exhibitions
and housing. His professional activity
is developed around the creation of
interactive exhibition spaces capable
of involving the user in significant
experiences
that
enhance
the
communicative value of the commercial
and institutional interior space. With more
than a decade of teaching experience, he
currently manages the Interior Design
Area of LCI Barcelona.

3.
Book of
lectures

The IO 2
Introduction
The training book is the output of
O2 - Industrial design and design
thinking book for intensive summer training. The book presents a
collection of 24 learning activities
aiming to activate the Open Education Resources (OERs) developed in
O1 – De-velopment of virtual training
program.

Whereas the OERs have been developed for the student to read, listen
and learn about a specific topic in
relation to textile pro-duction and
product design, the learning activities have been developed for
the tutor as a means to activate
the OERs in the classroom.

The Open Educational Resources
and the learning activities have
been developed using an active

and blended learning strategy to
facilitate a flipped classroom setup
(Bergmann & Sams, 2015).

03. Anderson, L. W., Krathwohl, D. R., Airasian P. W., Cruikshank, K. A., Mayer, R. E., Pintrich, P. R., &
Wittrock, M. C. (2014). A taxonomy for learning, teaching and assessing: A revision of Bloom’s taxonomy
of educational objectives. Pearson.

Categories
23 learning activities divided into 7 catergories

DESIGN PROCESS

PRODUCT DESIGN

• Card toolkit with innovative sus-

• Define new product design

• Define a new product

• Hands on Digital Fabrication

• Define new product design

• How to contribute in making

tainability strategies
brand identity

strategies for market success

• Hands on Digital Fabrication
processes

• Instead of creating, how about

a more sustainable supply chain
process

• Putting scaling textiles into

from one’s own vision

practice: how to do technological
watch, tools and references on
advanced textile materials

• Ideate a new product / design

• Instead of creating, how about
recreating?

• Looking into company’s work
with sustainability in textile
product design

• Storytelling for understanding
• Hands on Digital Fabrication

• Delving into the latest trends

Technologies

• Digital inkjet printing in

processes

• Expand your knowledge

a more sustainable supply chain
process

the user

• Tinkering with and for bio and

in the technical textiles sector

• How to affect the production

smart textiles: produce and
explore a bio-yarn

textile industry

• How to contribute in making

Opportunities

on the textile materials

• Plasma treatment in textile
industry

• Putting scaling textiles into
practice

• Wearable Textile System
• Design layered intelligent
materials

• 3D printing on textiles
ADVANCED TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY

• Delving into the latest trends
in the technical textiles sector

• Material Mapping & Scouting
• Materials scenario
• Toolkit (materials)
• Wearable Textile System. Design
layered intelligent materials
TEXTILE SURFACING
AND PRINTING

• Digital inkjet printing
in textile industry

• Plasma treatment in textile
industry

• 3D printing on textiles

a more sustainable supply chain
process

• Ideate a new product / design

• How to contribute in making

TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY

Technologies

Technologies

• How to affect the production

Learning activities

strategies for market success

from one’s own vision
recreating?
practice

• Technological watch process

• Wearable Textile System. Design
layered intelligent materials
SUSTAINABILITY

• Card toolkit with innovative sustainability strategies

• Visual Thinking to find Business

• Digital inkjet printing in textile
industry Instead of creating, how
about recreating?

• Wearable Textile System. Design

• Looking into company’s work

layered intelligent materials

with sustainability in textile product design

SMART TEXTILES

• Material Mapping & Scouting

• Delving into the latest trends

• Materials scenario

• Tinkering with and for bio and

• Plasma treatment in textile

in the technical textiles sector
smart textiles: produce and
explore a bio-yarn

• Wearable Textile System. Design
layered intelligent materials

industry

• Tinkering with and for bio and
smart textiles: produce and explore a bio-yarn

• Toolkit (materials)3D printing on
textiles

LESSON LEARNED
AN EASY TO USE AND
PRACTICAL TOOL
The training book is a practical
and easy to use instrument, it is
directly linked with the training
program and in particular with
the different OERs.
It is based on the flipped classroom approach to stimulate the
active involvement of the students.
Containing:
• A shorter version of each OER
• Training activities able to activate the different OERs
• An applied case study related to
the online summer school organized in the framework of the project
it represents an immediately applicable tool.
The training activities can also be
easily adapted to different training
settings and modes (physically
and online), or can be combined
according to the different needs.

ATTRACTIVE MATERIAL
Considering the existing books
and online educational platforms, it is interesting to see the
extents to reach for creating an
attractive material.
CRE.THI.DEV.

USEFUL TOOL
The training book is a very useful tool. –Every learning activity
links to an OER that can be found
on the project website. The learning activities are described with
an objective and scope including
an activity question and learning
goals to describe the aim of the
given activity as well as support
material, equipment and possible outcomes and one or two
concrete deliveries of sub-activities marked with A and B.

Flipped Classroom approach
to stimulate an active
participation of the students

Practical tool activating
the different OERs

MATERIALLY

CIAPE

RESOURCES
1. Book ok lectures on the
website
https://destexproject.eu/
training-book/

Visual appiling

OPEN ISSUES
ADAPTATION
TO
TEACHING MODES

Adaptation to
complex format

COMPLEX

Considering the new frontiers
of the online teaching, speeded
up by the Covid-19 emergency,
complex teaching modes should
be foreseen and planned, especially when it comes with transnational
teaching
programs.
New frontiers
of the online
teaching

Specific methodologies need
to be developed to build a collaborative
and
partecipative
“online class mood” and to monitor the student engagement.
The book of lectures should
also be integrated with evaluation tools designed for this kind
of teaching settings, in order to
guide teachers in the evaluation
both of the teaching experience
and the students results and involvement, giving them the opportunity to adjust the lessons
accordingly.
CIAPE

COMPLEX TO CONSTRUCT
The learning activities can be
used as they are in class, but
can also be adapted and serve
as inspiration in combination
with other activities and in other contexts and for other tasks.
Was complex to construct the
learning activities (especially for
non-academic partners).
MATERIALLY
Evaluation

and monitoring
instruments

Sneak peek - podcast
SPEAKER
University
Leading organization:
Design School Kolding
Karen Marie Hasling

soundcloud.com/destex_project/design-school-kolding

Design School Kolding
Karen Marie Hasling

soundcloud.com/destex_project
PhD Karen Marie is Associate Professor
and part of Laboratory for Sustainability
and Design at Design School Kolding.
Karen Marie focuses her research on
the intersecting fields of learning,
materials, design and sustainability
with an emphasis on design education,
changing designer roles and how
engaging with materials can support
this. She brings these enquiries with her
when teaching artistic design, design
engineering and design management
students in material-focused course
activities. Before entering research, she
trained as a textile Engineer (BSc) and
design & innovation engineer (MSc).

4.
Hackathons

The IO 3
Introduction
Destex – Industrial and Creative
Design in Advanced Textile Manufacturing organized three online
Hackathons (IO3) focused on distinctive design challenges in collaboration with companies. Each
Hackathon is entirely online supported by this virtual platform and
last 24 hours.
The Hackathons participants selected students among the four
Design and Engineering schools
involved in the project: Swedish
School of Textiles of the University
of Borås, Sweden; School of Design
of the Politecnico di Milano, Italy;
Design School Kolding, Denmark;
LCI Barcelona, Escola Superior de
Disseny, Spain.

For each Hackathon several partecipant from each school were
selected whose worked in international and multi background
teams. They competed in the challenge and worked remotely to develop and deliver a design solution
within 24 hours.
At the end of each Hackathon 5
design solutions emerged. The
submitted solutions were evalutated by a committee composed
by mentors from each partner
and a representative of the company lauching the challenge. The
winners from the different Hackathons had the possibility to participate in the 1 week Summer School
that for the pandemic reasons
took place online.

Tools used for the online
teamwork and for
the team’s
communication

LESSON LEARNED
SOMETHING VALUABLE

WORK IN REAL LIFE PROJECTS

Considering the external circumstances in the spring, the hackathons worked quite well and it
seemed like both students and
companies could take something valuable with them. It’s not
a format, I’ve tried before and I’ve
been hesitant on organizing digital event on something that, at
least in our institution, is often analogue and very hands-on.

Interaction with students from
other countries, other backgrounds.

DSKD Design School Kolding

Create conexions between design, academia and the textil industry.
Great experience for students (future professionals).
LCI Barcelona

SUPPORT & INNOVATION
UNIVERSITY/BUSINESS
COOPERATION
The hackathon format is very
well designed to bring students
closer to companies. It is a virtual
platform for collaboration among
transnational teams of students
to address industrial challenges
using creative and industrial design methodologies.
The students challenged themselves with brief and quickly
developed concepts. The students’ results were excellent!

Tools used for the hackathon,
communication and support of
all participants it’s great! In particular the support and how it
was given to the students during
all hackathons.
Bringing to students closer to innovative and unique ideas such as
Fili Pari.

Online:
accesible
format

CRE.THI.DEV.

For companies

MATERIALLY srl

RESOURCES
1. Students’s presentation

A quick and accessible (online)
format to learn, ideate and
exchange (both for students,
and companies), in terms of
tools, locations, and time.

For students

Students didn’t know
each other before the hackathon,
which can be it can be a difficulty
when it comes to agreeing.

OPEN ISSUES
WILLINGNESS

DIFFERENT CULTURES

When students met with new
ideas from companies and were
challenged it was interesting to
see their reactions and willingness to participate.

Different cultures between collaborating companies in hackathons, partners and students.
DSKD Design School Kolding

CRE.THI.DEV.

Polimi did an amazing job preparing templates etc. for the
event. Even with this, it seemed
difficult for some student to fully
engage with the tasks.

Students have different backgrounds so different capabilities from one group to another, short time to get to know
each
other,
different
tool.
How can this be solved by continuing to work in interdisciplinary teams (and from different
backgrounds)?

DSKD Design School Kolding

MATERIALLY srl

FULLY ENGAGE

VIRTUAL
The hackatons took place online
and working online is more tiring,
the communication is more difficult and it is more difficult to work
in a group.
How can this be solved if
you still have to work online?
MATERIALLY srl

BOOST VIRTUAL TRAINING
The reality lived through the majority of the Hackathons (the Covid-19
Pandemics), highlights important
issues related to how to make an
effective use of virtual tools in student training. Like all educational
centers around the world, we
managed to overcome the challenges of a new reality, but we
still need to improve on creating
better interaction to boost virtual
training.
LCI Barcelona

Different
cultures

Internally in the
partner group

Being used to different
ways of working

For students
when having to
collaborate online

Between collaborating
companies in
hackathons, partners
and students

SHORT INTERVIEW: COMPANY FILIPARI

Fili Pari is the innovative Start
Up focused on research and development of unconventional
materials for the textile industry,
respecting the territory and the
environment. The Start Up is a
specialist in the development of
cutting-edge technologies for the
enhancement of marble powders.
Fili Pari aims to contribute to protect the land and valleys from the
mountain’s dismemberment and
encourage the use of by-products
as a raw material.
The project was born among the
university desks of the Politecnico di Milano with the aim of telling new stories and atmospheres
with an innovative and emotional flavor, introducing Italian research, design and creativity.
Fili Pari term represents the anagramof Fripi and Ali, the two

founders: an immediate reference
to the thread, to the textile world,
to the overall vision that characterizes the company.

Challenge 3
MAR / MAROS
WINNER By Alex Perez Castells (LCI), Elena Balbarau (POLIMI), Charlotte Hansen (DSKD)

soundcloud.com/destex_project/fili-pari-srl

SHORT INTERVIEW: COMPANY FINSA

Specialists in filtration, manufacture of technical fabrics for industrial filters. FINSA was founded in
1978 as a continuation of the old
textile fashion factory Sala y Badrinas, located in Terrassa (Barcelona). Taking advantage of all the
experience in the textile industry,
Finsa developed its activity in the
field of technical fabrics and industrial filtration.

Challenge 2
HERO’S COMVI
WINNER By Maria Robres (LCI), Bastiaan de Wit (POLIMI),
Dulanjani Werellagama Aruppala Gedara (UBORAS)

In 2013, since becoming a part
of Job | group, a family group of
Swedish origin, together this allowed us to achieve an exceptional position worldwide and become the leader in the filtration
market.

soundcloud.com/destex_project/finsa-filtros-industriales-sl

FEEDBACK BY STUDENTS
WHAT
WAS
PARTICULARLY
VALUABLE FOR YOUR LEARNING THROUGH THE HACKATON
AND WHAT DID YOU FIND MOST
CHALLENGING?
It was fruitful to work along with
other students from outside of
my school and discipline, I think
it was also just a nice experience
to do a quick design challenge in
relation to a company brief. It is
something I had not tried before
and would like to do again.
It was a bit challenging at times
with a slight language barrier in
the group work which we did our
best to over come, this was also a
great learning experience.
The lack of direct contact with
teammate and the missing of
touching the topic fabric product
made the realisation of the project even harder.
Working with new people teams,
speak english.
Meeting other students from different part of the world was refreshing! And having Fili Pari as
featured company was a must to
work with.
The challenge was to work in
common in remote.. It is not really
easy to work 24h when everyone
is not focus on the same goal. But
I still happy with the final aspect
of our proposal.

Particularly valuable for me was
to brainstorm and network with
other
international
students
which also were on a higher level in their studies than myself in,
so i really enjoyed learning from
them and also seeing the other
students presentations and ideas.
I didn’t had any experience with
textiles manufacture, but my
teammate shared with me some
of her knowledge, so this was
what i really learned from the
hacketon.

The most valuable aspects of
the hackathon were working in
a team of design students with
different backgrounds, and the
assistance from the mentors. The
most challenging aspect was
working online; considering we
couldn’t manipulate the textile.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE
HACKATON THE BRIEF/ CHALLENGE, RELEVANCE AND CHOICE
OF INDUSTRY PARTNER, PHASES
AND TOOLS, MENTOR SUPPORT
– WHAT WORKED WELL AND
WHAT COULD WE IMPROVE?

I mostly enjoyed the pressure of
time which allowed me to make
the best of my choices.

I think that the overall event was
super successful, I would however like to have known a bit more
about the tools and website before starting the hackathon. I
believe there is a lot of quality
and useful information and tools
available but I was not personally
able to dig into them within the
given time.
The overall structure is very professional and easy to understand.
The brief was extremely relevant
to the issue of sustainability within the fashion industry. Since we
were given a brief about a textile,
in the future I would advise the industry partner to provide physical
samples of the material in order
for the students to have a better
understanding of it.
I would also improve the duration of the hackathon; in order to
have a better understanding of
the brief, the design solutions, &
the quality of the projects, I would
elongate the contest to 48 hours.
I think the organization was perfect, all the schedule was on time.
The feedback from the jury was
also really good.

THE MENTORING AND
DISCUSSION(S) SUPPORTED
THE ACTIVITY

THE MENTORING AND
DISCUSSION(S) SUPPORTED
THE ACTIVITY

THE ACTIVITY MET
MY EXPECTATIONS

WHY?
I was nervous for the event actually and really had no specific expectations. I was pleasantly surprised by how casual and fun and
educational it was.
In this project I build this proposal
with my garment making experiences, and my scraps working
experience. So i would say i am
satisfied with the outcome.

MY OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF
THE HACKATHON

Was looking for a moment of collaboration between international student. Also discovering new
materials. So in the sens I cannot
complain :)
I feel like I gained experience in
many different areas, like how
to think in the product developing process and all the steps that
should be included to mention
one.

It has been challenging and due to the time
frame we have had to
work very quickly and
efficiently in relation to
where we wanted to go.
I have a good time with
teams.

40%
10%

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
THE VIRTUAL SETTING OF THE
HACKATHON? WHAT WORKED
WELL AND WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED?
I think the virtual side of the event
went really well actually. If there
should be improvements it could
be in presenting specific tools
from the website within the initial
presentation.
The organizing tools are well
planned . The google drives and
tools were perfect used for this
project.
The tools provided where the best,
because we could work in a collaborative way without problem.
What I would improve is adding
a first phase where we can meet
with the different participants
and select the teammates. In
my case, one teammate left the
group without saying nothing
and we had to finish the activity
with 2 people.

Given the current global pandemic, I believe that we took advantage of the digital platform. The
hackathon did a phenomenal
job providing support to the students. In the future, I would value
the implementation of in-person
communication as well as digital.

50%

THE ACTIVITY
MET
MY EXPECTATIONS

NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
AGREE
STRONGLY AGREE

“Would just say that it was a pleasure
to take part in the event and so nice
to have the opportunity to meet other
students from around the world and
hear/see how they work in their own
design disciplines. .”

“Thanks for an
exciting Hackathon.”

Sneak peek
SPEAKER
University
Leading organization:
Politecnico di Milano
Venere Ferraro
Stefano Parisi

soundcloud.com/destex_project/politecnico-di-milano
soundcloud.com/destex_project

Politecnico di Milano
Stefano Parisi

Stefano is a Research Fellow
at the Politecnico di Milano,
Department of Design. He
researches in the area of
materials for design, focusing
on innovative and emerging
materials
and
processes,
including
smart
materials,
material
systems
with
embedded electronics, and
biomaterials for product and
wearable
applications.
He
explores design, knowledge
transfer,
and
training
methodologies for meaningful
materials
experiences
and
future scenarios. On this and
related topics he has written
publications, participated in
conferences, given lectures
and workshops, and carried
out research and consultancy
activities.

Politecnico di Milano
Venere Ferrero
Venere Ferraro, Ph.D. in Industrial Design, is Untenured
Researcher at the Design Department of Politecnico di
Milano. She has been Visiting Researcher at University
of New South Wales of Sydney (2006) and at Media Lab
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (2009) where
she run research on Wearable Systems with the lens
on design-driven and user-oriented approaches. She
is Member of the Experience and Interaction Design
Research Lab; She participated at several International
and National research and she has been Coordinator
of the research project POD: Plurisensorial (SAF€RA
2014 joint call). Venere is currently the Coordinator of
the European Project “DATEMATS” (KA2-2018). Her main
research activity is focused on the role of interaction
design in the use of disruptive technology (Wearable/
smart textile and AI). In particular, on how to exploit the
potential of digital technologies to design experiential
systems in both the private and public sectors. What
characterizes her research is human-centred design.
The research interests lie in the field of wearable
devices, smart interactive systems for well-being with
particular attention to tools and methods for changing
user behaviour. (design for behavioural change). She’s
author of several international publications, and she
holds International, National Patents and models.

5.
Training
Summer
School

Summer school
Introduction
An Intensive training summer
course (C1)
with participation
from students selected from the
4 universities participating in DESTEX.
Due to travelling limitations
caused by COVID-19, the event
took place physically and simultaneously at each University taking
part in the Destex project.
The four universities connected
online, sharing the same agenda,
learning activities, and teaching
staff. More importantly, students

work in a team with students from
the other universities, with the
support of online platforms and
tools.
Students selected and engaged
via calls and interviews at each
university. They participated first
in the virtual training course (O1)
as a preparation for the intensive
summer course. The course combine different methodologies and
consist of a week sprint with parallel visits and testimonials.

4 UNIVERSITIES OF DESTEXT PROJECT :
1. UNIVERSITY OF BORÅS
2. LCI BARCELONA
3. POLITECNICO DI MILANO, SCHOOL OF DESIGN
4. DESIGN SCHOOL KOLDING

LESSON LEARNED
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
The students group has no technical background, mainly from
design and management.
However, the students were eager to learn the cutting edge
technology in textile technology
and use the same for their study.
They were not afraid to explore
and try to think outside of the box
to make the best use of the technology.

Interesting
program

The different perspectives of design and technical background
of students and teacher allowed
them to explore and could get
more engaged in the activity.
University of Borås

EXPERIENCES
The training is structured in a
week. This one, offered to the students diverse experiences and
practical knowledge, designed for
the students to be in contact with
them after having done a previous work of the theoretical materials prepared by the consortium.
AEI TÈXTILS

RESOURCES
1. DESTEX WEBSITE
https://destexproject.eu/
school/

THINK OUTSIDE
OF THE BOX

OPEN ISSUES

ONLINE
Although on the beginning of
the project the training summer
course was planned to be physically and it was not possible.
So communication is more difficult and working online is more
tiring.
How can this be solved if you still
have to work online?
MATERIALLY

ONLINE
TEAMWORK

LIVE TOUR
On the other hand, I would have
appreciated if the presentation of
the school would have been done
just on a simple PowerPoint.
Cause I found the live tour on the
school labs to be a bit cumbersome and ineffective. Considering the remote modality due to
the unfortunate situation, I would
have considered just carrying on
the hands-on activities, like the
3d printing one or the laser-cut
one, that were much more effective being done by students in the
same university.
STUDENT

Live tour

FEEDBACK BY STUDENTS
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
THE OVERALL ORGANIZATION,
MANAGEMENT, AND COMMUNICATION OF THE SUMMER
SCHOOL?

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
THE HYBRID SETTING OF THE
SUMMER
SCHOOL?
WHAT
WORKED WELL AND WHAT
COULD BE IMPROVED?

Communication was fine, but
sometimes I noticed some disorganization regarding the activities. It would have been better to
do it all in presence or all online
but the arguments were very interesting.

Could be improved maybe with
some interactive tools and better
participation of students.

It was good. I think the group activities could be either more focused on inter-school teams. The
first day activity was really good
in terms of management for the
inter-school teams.
It was difficult to have an overview of the different drives on
which we had to save the files as
they were in different mails. The
same applies to the overall overview of the day programs and the
preparations that were for each
day. It was hard to find in the
stack of mails.
Due to the “in distance” situation
as we saw it would have been
better to make groups based on
university, but overall all the material and request were really precise and on time for most days

It was fine to be at the school and
have partly online partly physical activities. I do think I would
have been nice to work more in
the groups across the different
schools.

THE GROUP-MAKING SUPPORTED THE ACTIVITY

THE SETTING AND TOOLS ENABLED AND FACILITATED COLLABORATION
AMONG THE TEAM MEMBERS

It did not work, too many complications and too abstract of a subject to be worked on in such short
period of time, with people I’ve
never met from different cultures
and online. It was all too much at
once.
Collaboration with the other universities students didn’t work well
as we all know, of course if there
was no covid and they could
come to Milan it could be great.
But anyway working with polimi
students was great as well.
It was interesting to work with
other universities and to get an
international approach. I think
the coordination within the activities could have been prepared
better.

WHAT
WAS
PARTICULARLY
VALUABLE FOR YOUR LEARNING THROUGH THE SUMMER
SCHOOL AND WHAT DID YOU
FIND MOST CHALLENGING?
I found the companies’ lectures
very interesting and inspiring. Being able to ask so many questions
was a very important opportunity.
The most inspiring and enriching
is the insight into the various industries we gained through the
presenters and the presentations
of the schools.

It was really great to learn new
techniques that can be done
right at our own school. It was
also inspiring to see what the
other schools had available and
what kind of focus they have in
materials.

DAY 1

DAY 2

THE VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE LABS ON DAY 1 WAS INSPIRING AND
CONTRIBUTED TO ACQUIRING MORE KNOWLEDGE

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE VIRTUAL TOUR OF
THE LABS
It was a really good tour, nice introductions to the labs and some
of the machines. Nice with the
more detailed introduction to the
tenter, CO2 dyer and so on.
I really appreciate the effort
made to present it with an entire
camera crew, it was really professional at the same time may-

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE LEARNING ACTIVITY
I think the others in my group
learned a lot and found the tools
really interesting and it was nice
to be able to help them understand the tools and work with
them. But as a student from
DSKD I don’t think I learned that
much new about them.

be better having a pre-recording
and ask the students to prepare
questions for the session or have
the technology built-in to the design sprints...
It was amazing to see the facilities

THE COMPANY LECTURE WAS INSPIRING AND CONTRIBUTED TO
ACQUIRING MORE KNOWLEDGE
Eeally compliments to DSK for
the toolkit, was great. But we
struggled as a group to really understand the tasks and exploit
the cards at their maximum

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE PRE-ACTIVITY
THE MENTORING, FEEDBACK, AND DISCUSSION(S) SUPPORTED
I think the OER videos in general
where a bit boring, it is an easy
way to get the information but I
think the video could have supported the text better in a different way. Through a more fluid
presentation of the subject and
more examples of the use of the
tools.

I would have appreciated more
information about the sensor
technology.

DAY 3

DAY 4

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE VIRTUAL TOUR OF
THE LABS

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE COMPANY LECTURE

It was really nice to see and maybe next time it would be enough
to watch a video beforehand and
ask the students to prepare questions for the session, so they can
focus on the content that is interesting for them.

Really interesting and inspiring.

The virual lab was not the best
solution for sure. The student project was really interesting while
it was more about her personal
and amazing idea rather that
university tour or labs or facilities.

It was nice to see, it would be even
nicer to hear a more objective
discussion about the current &
future state of additive manufacturing technology. I understand
that it was coming from a fashion
perspective, so maybe having a
discussion between different perspectives would have been more
interesting for me.

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE PRE-ACTIVITY

ANY COMMENT OR SUGGESTION
ABOUT THE LEARNING ACTIVITY

Details of the laser-cutting set up
would have been nice to receive
before hand as well, the prep material was really good, but it felt
that some details were left out
(which might be evident for people working with the machine already, but not for people working
with it for the first time).

It feels like a missed opportunity
to not combine the activities or
contents from all the universities,
it felt like everybody wanted to
show off to the rest of the group
at times, so more collaboration
and more synchronisation of the
tasks.

THE MENTORING, FEEDBACK, AND DISCUSSION(S) SUPPORTED
THE ACTIVITY

THE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND COMMUNICATION
OF THE ACTIVITY

THE ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND COMMUNICATION
OF THE ACTIVITY
THE MENTORING, FEEDBACK, AND DISCUSSION(S) SUPPORTED
THE ACTIVITY

SHORT INTERVIEW: STUDENT
NICOLA BESANA (POLIMI)
I think that overall the 2021 Destex summer school was a productive and inspiring experience.
The major takeaways are for sure
related to gathering small hints
of different technologies and materials, for what you can get from
a one-day workshops, that let
space to further in-depth analysis
individually.
As a product designer that rarely
works with textiles, I found it very
stimulating and multidisciplinary.
I appreciated a lot the structure
of the single days that combined
a small presentation from the
company, even when not directly
related to the daily theme, and a
“hands-on” workshop. On a particular note: I appreciated the
Kolding design toolkit as a way to
better set a mindset on a “design
from the materials” approach.
On the other hand, I would have
appreciated if the presentation
of the school would have been
done just on a simple PowerPoint.
Cause I found the live tour on the
school labs to be a bit cumbersome and ineffective.
Considering the remote modality due to the unfortunate situation, I would have considered
just carrying on the hands-on
activities, like the 3d printing one

or the laser-cut one, that were
much more effective being done
by students in the same university,instead of dividing groups for
more “design-processing” activities, such as the LCI one. I found
it interesting but designing in a
short amount of time with people in different universities made
the work lose quality to the work
and has not allowed bringing the
added value of the diversity of
backgrounds of the group members.
To conclude, I feel that the structure of Destex summer school is
interesting and has high potential; leaving the possibility to be
even implemented in the design
fields considering different thematics and helping students
approach different productive
technologies or families of materials.
It was worth it to get to know the
potentiality of technologies and
materials that usually you don’t
get to know during the university
courses, helping to think outside
the box also for other projects in
the future.

“It was worth it to get to know the potentiality of technologies and materials that usually you don’t get to know
during the university courses, helping
to think outside the box also for other
projects in the future..”

“I think that
overall the 2021
Destex summer
school was a
productive and
inspiring
experience.”

soundcloud.com/destex_project/student

